NABBED FAKE TRAVEL AGENT – SEIZED 04 INDAIN PASSPORTS, FABRICATED FAKE VISAS AND OTHER FAKE DOCUMENTS.

On 12-08-2020, the sleuths of Commissioner’s Task Force, South Zone Team, Hyderabad along with Kalapather Police apprehended one Sikander Khan who is a fake VISA broker and indulging illegal activities, doing process to Dubai on different travel agent names and collecting huge amount. **Seized 04 Indian Passports, Several fake Visas, Fake Job offer letters and One mobile phone.**

**Details of accused person:-**

**Sikander Khan**, S/o Late Suleman Khan, Age: 40 Years, Occ: Travel Agent, R/o Bilal Nagar, Kalapather, Hyderabad.

**Brief History of accused person:-**

The accused Sikander is a native of Hyderabad. Earlier he worked as Videographer. In the year 2012, he went to Dubai and stayed one year for employment. Mean time he got familiarity with the procedure to process Visa to other countries. For that, he hatched a plan to run a travel agency on his own to earn easy money to meet his lavish livelihood. Later, in the year 2014, without any validity he started to send the gullible people to other country on tourist & visiting and employment VISA and collected huge money from the aspirants. In which cheated some of the customers by collecting huge amount.

So far he arrested (04) times from different police stations on Visa fraud cases i.e. Falaknuma, RGI Airport Shamshabad and Kalapattar police stations.

After releasing jail he did not changed his attitude. Again he started cheating unemployed youth and collected huge amount of Rs. 50,000/- to 70,000/- from each aspirant.

Basing on the complaints (3) cases has been registered in which (2) cases at Kalapather PS and (1) case at Chandrayanagutta PS all the cases are under investigation.

The apprehended accused and seized material objects handed over to SHO, Kalapather PS for further action.

The above arrests were made by **Sri. S. Raghavendra**, Inspector of Police, South Zone and **Sis S/Sri V. NarenderN. Srishylam, Mohd Thakiuddin, & Staff** of South Zone Task Force, Hyderabad City.,

**Sri.Chakravarthy Gummi,**
**Addl. Dy. Commissioner of Police,**
**Task Force, Hyderabad City.**